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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this report is to provide a basic understand-
ing of propelling charge container leakage inspection, with partic-
ular emphasis on automated applications.

The parameters affecting the inspection process are addressed,
and methods are developed f or determining the parameter values for

* any given specific set of test conditions. The equipment require-
ments and equipment setting procedures are examined for a prototype
automated inspection station, and consideration is provided for
other possible applications, both present and future. The process
of setting acceptance standards that are realistic, and which will
provide uniformity in test results, for the variety of container-
charge combinations to be tested is also addressed.

BACKGROUND

Propelling charge container leakage inspection is employed in
both the manufacture of propelling charge containers and the pack-
aging of assembled separate loading propelling charges. The pur-
pose of this quality control inspection technique is to prevent the
degradation of propelling charge performance due to the absorption
of moisture from the surrounding environment.

Presently adopted inspection methods include a bubble test for
empty containers and a pressure decay test for loaded containers.

The bubble test is conducted by immersing the empty containers in a
water bath, then checking for bubbles as an indication of leakage.
It is essentially the same method as employed by a service station
attendant checking a tire or inner tube for leaks. The pressure
decay test consists of pressurizing a loaded container with air,
then monitoring any pressure loss over a set period of time. In
the past this test has been conducted manually, with an inspection
station operator using gages or manometers as the pressure monitor-
ing devices. The Production Base Modernization program has dic-
tated the necessity of high production rate, automated, Load Assem-
ble and Pack (LAP) lines for propelling charges, which has in turn
resulted in the necessity of automatic inspection techniques.

One such automated LAP line, a prototype line constructed by
the GATEX Corporation, employed automated electronic leakage detec-
tion equipment as a part of the packout operation. The principlesinvolved and lessons learned from this previous application are
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currently being applied in a prototype automated LAP line, for 155-
mm and 8-inch center core ignited propelling charges, being con-
structed at the NRC Corporation, Hunt Valley, Maryland.

While much of the information contained within this report is
directed toward the 4RC application, the principles, techniques,
and equipment considerations are applicable to leakage detection
inspection in general.

PRESSURE DECAY LEAK TEST

The pressure decay leak test consists basically of charging
(pressurizing) the loaded propelling charge containers with air to
a predetermined pressure, allowing the pressure to stabilize, then
monitoring any pressure loss over a given period of time. Any
pressure loss is then compared with acceptance standards to deter-
mine whether or not the container passes the inspection. This
section deals with the specific parameters involved in leakage
inspection and presents methods for determining the values of these
parameters.

Container Pressurization

The maximum allowable container pressure is limited by either
the full-scale value of the leak test pressure monitoring device or
the amount which a container may be pressurized without creating a
leak through the lid seal, whichever is smaller. In tests con-
ducted by Masly (ref 1), seal leakage was induced at a pressure as
low as 34.47 kPa (5 psig), and it was recommended that container
pressures be kept below this value.

The pressure of the filled containers is dependent upon four
parameters: ullage to be filled, flow rate into the container,
fill time, and adiabatic heating effects of compression (pressur-
ization).

Ullage

Ullage, defined as the free air space within the loaded pro-
pelling charge containers, is dependent upon the empty volume of
the packaging container, and the volume required for the propel-
lant, igniter, flash reducer, and packaging materials.,
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While variation in ullage will exist from container to con-
tainer due to container dimensional variations and the quantity and
type of packaging materials, a good estimation of the maximum ex-
pected ullage can be easily determined. This estimation is accom-
plished by multiplying the weights of propellant, igniter, and
flash reducer by their respective specifiL volumes, adding the
individual volumes resulting from these calculations, then sub-
tracting this sum from the largest calculated value of the empty
packaging container volume. Table 1 gives the calculated maximum
ullage for a number of propelling charge container-charge combina-
tions.

An alternate method of determining the ullage, hereafter re-
ferred to as the pressure-volume method, was used in computing the
ullage data reported in reference 1. This method consists of vent-
ing a container of known volume, which is greater than or approxi-
mately equal to the expected ullage, at a given recorded initial
pressure, into the unknown volume. After the pressure and temper-
ature has equalized in both containers, the unknown volume may be
determined using the initial volume, initial pressure, and final
pressure in the ideal gas relationships.

As expected, and as illustrated in the reported data (ref 1)

which is included as appendix A, the calculated maximum ullage
exceeds the measured values. Although the actual measured ullage
varies as previously mentioned, the calculated values provide a
convenient initial condition on which to base the other associated
leak test parameters.

Flow Rate and Fill Time

The mass flow rate into the container is essentially a func-
tion of upstream and downstream pressures, the gas temperature, the
associated gas parameters (e.g., gas constant and ratio of specific
heats), and the effects of flow restrictions such as valves,
lengths of tubing, and induced changes to flow direction.

The effects of the various flow restrictions within a typical
system, such as a container pressurization circuit shown in figure
1, may be combined and classified as a single equivalent orifice.
The equivalent orifice is defined as a single orifice which limits
the mass flow rate to a value corresponding to the mass flow rate
through the actual system. The effects of equivalent orifice size
with respect to required fill time are illustrated in figure3 2. As
illustrated, the time required to fill a 24.2 L (1477 in. ) con-
tainer to a pressure of 20.68 kPa (3.0 psig) from a constant pres-

3
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sure source increases exponentially as the equivalent orifice diam-
eter decreases. Increasing the supply pressure (upstream pressure)
will reduce the fill time as illustrated by figure 31 however, a
comparison of figures 2 and 3 shows that fill time is affected to a
greater extent by a change of the equivalent orifice diameter than
by an increase in the upstream pressure. The point of this compar-
ison is to illustrate the necessity for keeping flow restrictions
to a minimum, thus keeping the equivalent orifice diameter for the
system as large as possible. Ideally the hole in the container
vent plug hole should be the limiting orifice.

The equivalent orifice diameter of any container pressuriza-
tion circuit may be approximated using the fluid dynamic relation-
ships for an ideal gas and the following procedure. With reference
to figure 4, a valve is added to the basic pressurization circuit
upstream of the reservoir. The reservoir is pressurized, and al-
lowed to stabilize; then the upstream valve is closed and the pres-
sure recorded. The solenoid valve is then opened for a specified
length of time, allowing the reservoir pressure to vent to atmos-
phere through the associated circuitry and the container lid vent
hole. After the solenoid valve has closed, and the pressure in the
reservoir has stabilized (pressure remains constant), the final
reservoir pressure is recorded. With the initial and final pres-
sure, the vent time, and the reservoir volume known, the equivalent
orifice diameter may be computed. The mathematics for determining
the equivalent orifice are presented in a computer program included
in appendix B.

The test method for determining equivalent orifice diameter
was demonstrated experimentally using an empty M19AI container as
the reservoir. By use of the pressure-volume method previously
described the volume of this container was determined to be 22.6 L

(1380 in.3). The laboratory pressurization circuit which was used
is illustrated schematically in figure 5. First the line connect-
ing the reservoir and test container was disconnected just down-
stream of the restricting orifice. The reservoir was then pres-
surized to 68.9 kPa (10 psig) and allowed to stabilize, and the

* reservoir fill valve was closed. The container fill valve was
opened for two seconds, allowing the reservoir pressure to vent to
atmosphere. After stabilization, the reservoir pressure was
slightly greater than 55.2 kPa (8 psig) as illustrated by figure 6.
By use of the previously referenced computer program, equivalent
orifice diameter vs final container pressure data was generated for
the test parameters. The test results as compared with a plot of

0 the computed data (fig. 7) indicate that the equivalent orifice
diameter of the circuit was approximately 2.67 mm (0.105 in.).
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On automated lines the time allowed for leakage inspection is
limited. In pressure decay leak tests the results are largely
dependent on the pressure decay monitoring time. With this fact in
mind it is desirable to fill the containers as rapidly as possible
without creating unmanageable adiabatic heating effects.

Once the equivalent orifice size has been determined for the
actual pressurization circuit arrangement, reservoir pressure set-
tings for filling containers with various ullages within the re-
quired fill time may be computed. To provide empirical data with
which to check the predicted reservoir pressure, the reservoir of
figure 5 was pressurized to 136.5 kPa (19.8 psig) and vented into
the test container for approximately 1.6 seconds. The pressure-
time data (upper curve, fig. 8) was then checked against a plot of
reservoir pressures computed for equivalent orifice sizes in the
range of 2.54 to 2.79 mm (0.100 to 0.110 in.) (fig. 9). A compar-
ison of the data presented in figures 8 and 9 illustrates that
there is a close correlation between the predicted values and the
empirical data. The computer program used to calculate the pre-
dicted values is included in appendix B.

Adiabatic Heating Effects

The process of filling the containers with air creates an
increase in the temperature of the air being compressed within the
container. This phenomenon, the adiabatic heating of compression,
affects the final filled pressure of the container being tested.
Once the container fill valve is closed, the pressure within the
container begins to decrease. This pressure decay, due to a grad-
ual decrease in the temperature of the air within the container
caused by heat transfer through the container to the surrounding
atmosphere, continues until the temperature within the container
and the surrounding atmosphere are equal. With reference to figure
8, the effects of adiabatic heating are readily apparent. From the
time at which the valve between the reservoir and container was
closed, the time required to stabilize exceeds the time scale on
the illustration and was, in fact, on the order of 60 seconds.

The maximum temperature generated as a result of adiabatic
heating is dependent upon the fill time and the filled pressure of
the container. Although the maximum temperature generated in the
example illustrated by figure 8 was slightly less than 38.9C
(93*F), temperatures as high as 43"C (110F) have been generated
with the laboratory apparatus. Due to the rapid temperature
changes which occur during container pressurization, care should be
taken to avoid such a test on containers filled with materials
which are sensitive to sudden temperature changes.

13
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Pressure Stabilization

Pressure stabilization consists of a waiting period during
which the effects of adiabatic heating on container pressure are
reduced. During this period heat transfer through the container to
atmosphere cools the gas and lowers the container pressure. Given
a sufficient stabilization period, the effects of an adiabatic
heating would be completely eliminated; however, as would normally
be the case on an automated line, the length of time for complete
stabilization may exceed the total test time. In a situation such
as this, the stabilization period is used to reduce the expected
pressure drop during the remainder of the test period to a range
which can be compensated by the test equipment.

Pressure Decay Monitoring

Once the subject container has been pressurized and the pres-

sure has stabilized, the pressure decay leak test begins. During
the pressure decay period the pressure is monitored for a predeter-
mined time interval. At the end of this interval any pressure loss
is compared with acceptance standards for the type of container-
charge combination being tested and the container is either accept-
ed or rejected.

For the purpose of this report, container leaks will be ex-
pressed in terms of equivalent orifice diameter. A container leak
may be due to a number of small holes, cracks, or other such flaws
within the container; however, for any given pressure drop over a
given period of time, the use of an equivalent orifice size pro-
vides the user with a relatable physical quantity on which to judge
the results.

Figure 10 presents the predicted differential pressure or
pressure drop for the various container ullages computed as a func-
tion of 1equivalent orifice size. In all cases the initial test
pressure was assumed to be 18.6 kPa (2.7 psig) and the test time
was set at 5 seconds. As would be expected, as the ullage in-
creases, the pressure drop over the specified time decreases for
any specified orifice size. Consider, for example, an M13A2 con

1 Test pressure is the container pressure at the beginning of the

pressure decay period.

16
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tainer with an M4A2 charge and a PA66 container with the M188
charge. For a 51 micrometer (0.002 in.) equivalent orifice the
predicted pressure drop is approximately 0.020 kPa (0.00295 psig)
for the M13A2 container, whereas it is approximately 0.0065 kPa
(0.00095 psig) for the PA66 container. The conclusion is that for
a specified test time, as the ullage increases, the requirement for
equipment sensitivity also increases.

Acceptance Criteria

For a given set of test conditions (container-charge combina-
tion, initial pressure, test time, etc.) the pressure loss which
will result in a rejected container is determined by the acceptance
standard for the given test conditions. The minimum detectable

pressure loss is determined by the sensitivity of the test equip-
ment, the test period duration, the container-charge ullage, and
the initial test pressure.

The results of previous work on container leak rates reported
by Masly (ref 1) are presented in figure 11. This illustration
shows that equivalent orifice diameters greater than 12.7 micro-
meters (0.0005 in.) were detected in approximately 81% of the test-
ed containers. Although these containers had been peviously ac-
cepted by the various loading facilities, the reason that this
leakage was detected in these tests but was not detected at the
loading facility is due to the manner in which the referenced leak-
age tests were conducted. The tests in which the reported leakage
was detected were conducted using sensitive electronic equipment
with a 100-second pressure decay time. In comparison, the leakage
standard for manual tests states that no detectable leakage should
exist during a 15-second interval with the container at 20.68 kPa
(3.0 psig). If the gages used in a manual test at a loading facil-
ity had minor graduations of 0.69 kPa (0.1 psig) (assuming that an
operator could read the gages to half that value), the smallest
equivalent orifice diameter which could be detected, as illustrated
by table 2, would be on the order of 127 micrometers (0.005 in.)
for the smallest container-charge ullage, and 203 micrometers
(0.008 in.) for the largest container-charge ullage. With refer-

ence to figure 11, over 97% of the electronically tested containers
qualified within the acceptance standard specified for the manual

test.

During the course of the referenced testing it was noted that
the majority of the containers exhibited a residual pressure which
was released when the vent plugs were removed. This pressure, a
partial pressure caused by the residual ethyl ether drying agent,

18
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was not readily evident in those containers with equivalent orifice
diameters greater than 76 micrometers (0.003 in.). Since the
record of propellant performance in the past has been satisfactory,
it is suggested that an equivalent orifice diameter of 7b micro-
meters (0.003 in.) be used in determining the nominal maximum ac-
ceptable container leakage criteria.

For any specified initial pressure and test period, the pres-
sure loss due to a specific equivalent orifice diameter decreases
as the ullage increases. To assure uniformity in test results the
maximum allowable pressure loss should be specified for each spe-
cific container-charge combination. In addition, the acceptance
specifications must include the acceptable temperature range for
conducting the tests, the initial test pressure, and the length of
the test period.

With regard to pressure stabilization, a period of 60 seconds
is a sufficient stabilization time for manual applications; how-
ever, for high-production-rate, automated applications the test
equipment must be capable of compensating for the pressure losses
caused as a result of the adiabatic heating of compression.

In the automated applications, given a nominal maximum accept-
able equivalent orifice diameter, variations will exist in the
measured pressure loss. These variations will be caused by temper-
ature variations and initial pressure differences between contain-
ers due to a number of reasons. However, these variations will not
adversely affect the test results as long as the acceptance stan-
dard provides acceptance criteria with a given range. As an exam-
pie, assume that the nominal maximum acceptable equivalent orifice
size is specified as 76 micrometers (0.003 in.), the initial test
pressure is specified as 18.6 kPa (2.7 psig), the test time is 5
seconds, and the temperature of test performance is specified at
22C (720 F). The effects of the tolerance extremes for a tolerance
of *10% on the initial test pressure and test time are presented in
figure 12, for the extremes in container ullages. All other ini-
tial test pressure and test time combinations within the tolerance
range (± 10%) will be between the extremes. To allow for the vari-
ation in test parameters, the acceptance standard for each of the
two container-charge examples could be as follows:

Container--PA66
Charge--M188
Initial test pressure--18.6 kPa (2.7 psig) ± 10%
Test time--5 seconds ± 10%
Temperature range--22*C (72°F) * 10%
Pressure loss-shall not exceed 1.7 x 10-2 kPa (2.5 x 10- 3

psig)

21
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Container--M13A2
Charge--M4A2
Initial test pressure--18.6 kPa (2.7 psig) ± 10%
Test time--5 seconds ± 10%
Temperature range--22*C (72F) t 10%
Pressure loss--shall not exceed 5.2 x 10

-2 kPa (7.6 x 10- 3

psig)

mentNow assuming that the loading facility has adjusted the equip-
mert at the lower end of the tolerance range, the maximum pressure
loss specified will, in both cases, correspond to an equivalent
orifice diameter of approximately 89 micrometers (0.0035 in.),
which realistically is acceptable.

Temperature variations within the loading facility will most
likely occur on a daily basis. As long as the variations are with-
in the specificatiuns, the effects will be negligible. In the
event that the temperature within the loading facility is below
18C (65°F), the manufacturer would be wise to adjust the equipment
toward the high end of the specified tolerance. If the temperature
is above 27°C (80*F), then the equipment should be adjusted toward
the low end of the tolerance range.

Care must be exercised in setting specific acceptance stan-
dards. The sensitivity and precision of the electronic test method
will most likely exceed that expected of the presently incorporated
test methods. Once properly setup and adjusted, the electronic
test equipment will effectively eliminate the possibility of erro-
neous test results due to operator errors. The increase in sensi-
tivity and precision will allow for a more rigid and exact means of
leakage inspection. However, if the standards for inspections
being done manually do not reflect the required adjustments to make
them coincide with the electronic equipment standard, quite pro-
bably the observed rejection rate will increase on the automated
lines. Of the possible adjustments to upgrade the standards for
manual tests, increasing the test time will most likely achieve the
best results.

PROTOTYPE AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT

System Description and Operation

The subject propelling charge container leakage inspection
Istation is incorporated in the packout section of a prototype auto-

"% mated LAP line being assembled by the MRC Corporation. The func-

23



tion of this inspection station is to check containers for 155-i
and 8-inch center-core-ignited propelling charges for holes,
cracks, or an unsatisfactory lid seal.

Testing for leakage is accomplished through the use of elec-
tronic pressure decay leak detect )n equipment. USON Corporation2

Model 310 leak test equipment is used on the MRC Corporation pack-
out l ne and is similar to that used previously on the GATEX LAP
line.

Both the GATEX line and the MRC line are designed to operate
at a rate of 600 containers per hour; however, while the GATEX line
performed the leak test on a single container as it passed through
the leak test station, the MRC line leak test is performed on two
containers at a time. This difference allows a longer test period
on the MRC line without sacrificing the high production rate. The
ability to test two containers simultaneously is due to the use of
a T-shaped test probe fixture which is allowed to pivot at the
center of the packout carousel. This feature permits the test
probes to remain in place as the carousel is indexed through an
additional station from where the test was initiated.

Once containers are indexed into the leak test station, test
probes are lowered into the container vent plug holes and seated in
place. After this seating occurs the leak test is initiated. This
test basically consists of filling the loaded containers with air
to a predetermined pressure, then measuring any pressure loss over
a set time interval. The USON leak test equipment carries out this
pressure decay measurement and provides an accept or reject signal
dependent upon the program control settings on the leak test equip-
ment. Accepted propellant containers are further processed at the1remaining packout stations; however, additional processing is not
done on those rejected at the leak test station. This station
bypass feature is handled automatically by the packout controller

* which monitors the various inspection and process stations. In the
event that a container was rejected at a station prior to the leak
test inspection, the controller would prevent the leak test from
being conducted. At the end of the packout line all rejected con-
tainers are segregated for manual processing.

2 Information concerning USON equipment is published with the

permission of USON Corporation, letter dated 13 May 1980, signed
W. J. Rapson Jr.

3 The GATEX LAP line is a prototype LAP line developed by GATEX

Corporation for standard 155-m and 8-inch propelling charges.
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The leak test cycle (fig. 13), which is controlled by the USON
equipment, consists of the previously mentioned sequence--container
pressurization, pressure stabilization, electronic memory setting,
and leak test decay period. With the exception of the memory set-
ting time the various steps involved in the test are settable by
the user. For the NRC packout line, the total time allowed for
this test cycle was specified as 9.5 seconds.

Leak Test Hardware

The leak test hardware consists basically of the T-bar which
pivots about the center of the packout carousel, the test probes
and actuators, the associated pressurization circuitry, and the
USON leak detection equipment.

Container Pressurization Circuit

The container pressurization-leak detection circuit initially
proposed by MRC is illustrated schematically in figure 14. In
operation, the quick-fill tank is filled to a predetermined regu-
lated pressure. With containers in the leak test station the test
probes are lowered into the vent plug holes and fill valves 6, 7,
and 8 are opened for a preset period of time, with air from the
quick-fill tank and the regulators flowing into the containers. At
the end of the fill time the pressure would be monitored for an
overfilled condition. In the case where a container was overfil-
led, the appropriate overfill valve would be opened to exhaust the
excess pressure.

This circuit, as proposed, has problems associated with it.
Since the circuit is designed to fill two containers at a time, in
the case of the leak test being performed on only one container,
the possibility of overpressurizing that particular container is
very likely. This action would result in the overfill valves being
opened to adjust the excess pressure. As the schematic illus-
trates, the overfill valves are connected to the supply line for
the quick-fill tank; therefore, opening the over-fill valve would
result in additional pressurization of the already overfilled con-
tainer. This program is easily rectified by disconnecting the A-
sides of overfill valves 6 and 7 from the quick-fill supply line
and allowing them to vent to atmosphere.

4I
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In the case of the leak test being performed on both contain-
ers, with one of the two containers exhibiting gross leakage, both
containers would be underfilled and therefore rejected.

On the basis of these potential problems a revised pressur-
ization circuit is suggested. A possible circuit illustrated in
figure 15 consists of two separate container pressurization cir-
cuits connected to commom air supply. With reference to figure 15,
the air supply (1) should be from a dry compressed air source at a
pressure range of 551.5 to 1034.1 kPa (80 to 150 psig) delivered
through a minimum of 1/4-inch schedule 40 pipe.

The air filter (2) must be capable of operating at the speci-
fied air supply pressure and should be capable of removing conden-

sation and particulate matter of 50-micrometer size or larger. The
filter must also have either a manual or automatic draining capa-

bility for the removal of accumulated condensation and particu-
lates.

4 The regulators (3) are used for the purpose of charging the
reservoirs (5); therefore, they must have a large enough flow rate
to be capable of charging the reservoirs between pressurization
cycles. Precision regulators of the relieving variety are recom-

4 mended to assure consistency in the filled pressure of the con-
tainers. A pressure range of 13.8 to 1034.1 kPa (2 to 150 psig)
should be capable of handling all of the regulated pressure re-
quirements.

Gages (4) may be incorporated on the regulators or at the
reservoirs; however, it would be desirable to monitor the actual

reservoir pressure. The pressure range for the gages must be
equivalent to the expected range of reservoir pressures required
for pressurizing the various containers. Minor graduations on the
dial should be no greater than 1.72 kPa (0.25 psig) for accuracy in
setting the reservoir pressure.

The reservoirs (5) should be as large as possible. At a min-
imum they should be approximately twice the volume of the greatest
expected ullage. Empty containers may be used; however, they
should be modified as illustrated in figure lb. Since the data
compiled with reference to the MP application was based on a res-
ervoir volume of 34.9 L (2129 in.f), which is the nominal volume of
an empty PA66 container, these containers are suggested as reser-
voirs in this application. With reference to figure 16, the recom-
mended modifications consist of drilling a 14 mm (35/64 in.) hole
in the bottom of the container into which is welded a short section

of 1/4-inch schedule 40 steel pipe. A short section of 1/8-inch
schedule 40 pipe is welded in the container lid vent plug hole,
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Figure 16. Container modifications for reservoir applications
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then the lid is sealed and fastened securely in place. If possible
the lid should be welded in place to assure a good seal. Sealing
may be accomplished by removing the flange at the top of the con-
tainer, removing the rubber seal from the container lid, and weld-
ing the lid in place. Once modified, the container should be
mounted in a bottom-up configuration, as close to the test probe as
equipment constraints will allow.

The drain valve (6) is attached to the 1/8-inch schedule 40
pipe which now faces downward. This valve is nothing more than a
general purpose, manually operated, on-off valve which will be used
periodically to drain off any accumulated condensation within the
reservoir.

At the other end (now the top) of the reservoir the connection
to the 1/4-inch schedule 40 pipe will be either a 1/4-inch pipe tee
or cross, depending on whether or not a gage will be employed at
the reservoir. If possible, the regulator should be connected
directly to this fitting. If it cannot, then 1/4-inch schedule 40
pipe or tubing of an equivalent size should be incorporated as the
interconnection; however, the length of this supply line must be
kept to a minimum to avoid undue pressure losses. If incorporated
at the reservoir, the pressure gage may be mounted in any conve-
nient location, with the pressure tap line running to one of the
remaining ports in the pipe cross.

The solenoid valves (7) must have an equivalent orifice, as
specified by the valve manufacturer, no less than 4.8 mm (0.1875
in.) in diameter. Valves with a larger orifice size should be
employed wherever possible to reduce restriction to flow. The
Skinner valves which were supplied to MRC by USON have a 1.6 m
(1/16 in.) equivalent orifice. Use of these valves would severely
restrict flow from the reservoir to the container, resulting in
very high required reservoir pressures for filling the larger con-
tainers. Therefore, these valves should be replaced by valves with
a larger equivalent orifice. They may, however, be used in the
capacity of air pilot actuators for larger pilot actuated valves.

The solenoid valves (7) may be mounted in either of two posi-
tions: directly on the reservoirs (5) or at the test probes (9).
In either case, the connecting line between the reservoirs and test
probes must be of a diameter larger than the valve equivalent ori-
fice and must be kept as short as possible. The valve manufac-
turer's mounting recommendations must be strictly adhered to. The
reason for this requirement is that valves are often designed to
operate in a specific physical orientation, and mounting them in a
different orientation will affect their operation.
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The pressure transducers (8) must have a usable range equal to
the expected range of operation pressures for the leak test opera-
tion. They also have the pressure sensitivity needed to sense the
pressure drop expected for the specified leak rate or maximum ac-
ceptable hole size and must be relatively insensitive to variations
in temperature. Ideally, the pressure transducers would be insert-

ed into the container; however, since this insertion is not physi-
cally possible, they must be mounted downstream from the valve exit
ports as close to the end of the test probes as the equipment con-
straints will allow. Due to the fact that the pressure transducers
are not in the containers, during pressurization the pressure at
the transducer will normally be greater than the container pres-
sure. The pressure at the transducer will be a function of reser-
voir pressure, the pressure drop across the valve, and any connect-

ing lines or other restrictions to flow. Therefore, pressure
transducers must be capable of withstanding overpressures of a

minimum of twice their rated full-scale value without loss of cali-
bration or damage to the transducer. If this overpressure capa-
bility is not possible, then a large equivalent orifice valve could
be placed between the transducer and air-flow passage. This valve
would be programmed to open after the pressurization valve closes.
Another method would be to place an orifice between the air-flow

passage and the pressure transducer and to place a valve on the
transducer side which vents to atmosphere during the pressurization

period. The alternative is to replace the interconnections between
the reservoir and container to reduce the flow restrictions to a

level where lower initial reservoir pressures may be used.

The test probe (item 9, fig. 15) used on the MRC leak test

stations is illustrated by figure 17. The hole through the center
of the probe is specified as 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) in diameter. If
all other flow restrictions are kept to a minimum, this passage
will be the limiting orifice in the system. In the intended appli-
cation, the 3.2 mm (0.125 in.) hole through the probe will probably

be acceptable. Assuming that all other restrictions are kept to a
minimum, the equivalent orifice diameter for the system is esti-

mated to be in the range of 2.3 mm to 2.8 mm (0.09 to 0.11 in.).
If, however, this diameter is determined to be less than the esti-
mated lower value, the hole through the probe should be opened up

to the largest possible diameter and all other flow restrictions
should be reduced.

The pressure switches (item 11, fig. 15) are proposed as re-

placements for the overfill exhaust valves of figure 14. Due to
the short time alloted for the leak test, attempts to adjust the
pressure in overfilled containers would adversely effect the re-
mainder of the test. It is, therefore, recommended that no attempt
be made to adjust for these conditions. If all of the equipment is
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Figure 17. MRC test probe
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properly set up and adjusted, then an overfilled condition would
signal that either there may be something extra in the overfilled
container, or else there was an equipment malfunction. The pro-
posed pressure switches would be mounted in close proximity to the
pressure transducers and would be enabled during the pressure decay
period of the leak test. They would be set to actuate at the full-
scale pressure transducer value. If actuated, a reject signal
would be sent to the packout line controller which could subse-
quently signal an overfilled condition. Although the overpressure
exhaust valves should be eliminated, the use of these proposed
pressure switches is an option for the user.

USON Leak Detection Equipment (ref 2)

The MRC packout line employs USON Model 310 Leak Detection
Equipment at each of the two leak test stations. The USON equip-
ment consists of automatic solid state electronic leak detection
monitors used in conjunction with strain-gage-type pressure trans-
ducers. As previously mentioned, the leak test cycle is fully
programmable with the output from the leak detection monitor being
a go, no-go indication. The electronic memory is reset for each
test, eliminating the necessity of an external reference pressure.

Program Controls and Control Setting

The program controls illustrated in figure 18 are located
under a panel on the top rear section of the leak detection moni-
toring units. The overfill exhaust time and the exhaust time con-
trols will not be used in the MRC application. Of those remaining
controls, the following are analog-type controls: zero, span, fill
time, set point, test time, and low pressure set point. Digital
controls are sensitivity range, stabilization time, compensation
amplitude, and compensation time. Wherever possible, once set, the
analog controls should not be readjusted. This procedure will help
to assure repeatability of test results. Setting the program
controls will require the use of a stopwatch or other such time
recording instrument. In addition, the two meters mounted on the

4 front of the leak detection monitor (figs. 19 and 20) will be used
in setting various controls.

With reference to figure 20 the upper meter (percent pressure)
indicates gage pressure in percent of transducer full-scale value.
On the equipment employed on the MRC line, 100% represents a pres-
sure of 20.68 kPa (3.0 psig).
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Figure 20. Pressure-indicating meters
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I
The lower meter (pressure change) indicates the pressure

change (leakage) in increments of 0 to 1.0. Movement to the left
is pressure loss and movement to the right is pressure increase.
The scale is expressed as a percentage of the full-scale value of

the upper meter. This percentage is dependent upon the sensitivity
setting which is discussed separately.

For the MRC leak test the recommended breakdown of the speci-
fied 9.5-second cycle time is as follows:

Fill time 1.5 second
Stabilization time 2.0 seconds
Memory setting (fixed) 1.0 second

Pressure decay leak test 5.0 seconds

Clockwise rotation of all controls increases the setting and
counter-clockwise rotation decreases the settings.

Zero Adjustment

The zero control adjusts the pressure transducer zero
pressure setting with respect to the upper meter (percent pressure)

on the leak detection monitor. To check the zero pressure setting,
depress the start switch (container to be removed from test sta-
tion) and check that the pointer in the upper meter is at zero. If
it is not at zero, use a small screwdriver to adjust the setting.
The start switch must be depressed after each adjustment to allow
the equipment memory to reset in the monitor. When in operation,
the zero settings should be checked periodically. If at any time

the pressure transducers are removed or replaced, the zero pressure
settings must be checked prior to operation.

Span Adjustment

This control is used to set the full-scale input voltage
level of the pressure transducer into the electronic amplifier. To
set the span it is first necessary to apply the required pressure
to the pressure transducer.

Attach an accurate calibrated pressure gage with a range
of 9 to 34.5 kPa (0 to 5 psig) to the pressurization circuit be-
tween the solenoid valve and the test probe. Using a small empty
propellant container which is known not to leak, insert the test
probe, and open the solenoid valve. With the valve open, adjust
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the pressure regulator until the pressure in the test container is
stable at 20.68 ± .34 kPa (3.0 ± 0.05 psig). Next depress the
start button and check the pointer on the upper meter, which should
be at 100%. If it is not, adjust the span with a small screwdriver
in the same manner as the zero control was adjusted until the
pointer is at 100%. Remember that the start button must be depres-
sed after each adjustment. The span should also be checked period-
ically, and whenever the transducer is removed and replaced.

Fill Time Adjustment

The fill time control (on some models of USON equipment
the SOL control) is used to set the length of time that the sole-
noid valve is open. Using a stopwatch, adjust the fill time poten-
tiometer with a small screwdriver, depressing the start button
after each adjustment, until the stopwatch reading is consistently
between 1.4 and 1.6 second (ideally 1.5 second).

Sensitivity Range

The sensitivity range control is incrementally settable
from 0.1% to 10%. The particular value at which this control is
set directly affects the scale on the pressure change meter. To
determine the scale of the pressure change meter, multiply the
sensitivity setting by the full-scale value of the upper meter
(percent pressure). For example, a full-scale right or left needle

deflection on the lower meter with a sensitivity setting of 0.1%,
and a full-scale upper meter value of 20.68 kPa (3.0 psig) repre-
sent a pressure change of 0.021 kPa (0.003 psig). This control
will be used in conjunction with the set point for setting the
accept/reject criteria for each container.

' 1 Set Point

The set point control, which is adjustable from 20% to
100%, is used to program the accept/reject point on the pressure
change-meter as a percentage of the pressure corresponding to a
full right or left deflection of the lower meter pointer. For
example, if the set point control is set at 60%, the accept/reject
point would be 60% of the value represented by a full right or left
needle deflection of the lower meter. Using the same example as
used for the sensitivity range, the value corresponding to a full
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right or left point deflection was calculated to be 0.021 kPa
(0.003 psig); therefore, for a set point of 60% the accept/reject
point would be 60% of 0.021 kPa or 0.0126 kPa (0.0018 psig). Any
pressure drop during the test time period greater than 0.0126 kPa
would represent a reject, and those containers with a pressure loss
no greater than 0.126 kPa would be accepted.

Test Time

The test time control is used to adjust the pressure decay
leak test period. This time begins when the green test light on
the front of the monitor goes on and ends when either the accept or
reject light goes on. This control should be adjusted with a stop-
watch to a time between 4.9 and 5.1 seconds (ideally 5 seconds).

Stabilization Time

The stabilization time control is used to adjust the pres-
sure stabilization period which occurs immediately after the sole-
noid valves close. It is settable from 0.05 to 10 seconds with a
setting of 100 equal to I second. This control should be set at
200 for the MRC leak tests.,

Low Pressure Set Point

In containers with gross leakage or in the case where a
container was not pressurized. the pressure at the start of the1 pressure decay period would be zero. As a result there would not
be a pressure drop over the test time period and such a container
would normally be accepted. The low pressure set point control is
used to set a minimum test pressure below which a reject indication
occurs. This control is settable as a percentage of the upper
meter full-scale reading. A setting of 60 on the low pressure set

point dial should be adequate for the MRC line. This setting means
that any container with a filled pressure less than 12.4 kPa (1.8
psig) will be rejected.
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Compensation Network Adjustment

The compensation network is used to electronically elimi-
nate the pressure loss occuring immediately after pressurization as
a result of the adiabatic heating effects of compression. The
controls (which consist of the comp switch, comp amplitude, and
comp time) will require adjustment each time the container-charge
combination is changed. Using the pressure time curve illustrated
in figure 21 as an example, the method for adjusting these controls
follows.

The maximum pressure loss which can be compensated is 10%
of the upper meter reading for any particular test. With reference
to figure 21, the container pressure at the end of the memory set-
ting period (4.6 seconds elapsed time) was approximately 16.5 kPa
(2.4 psig), which corresponds to an upper meter reading of 80%
(full-scale equals 20.68 kPa). In the example the maximum compen-
sation is 10% of the upper meter reading, or 1.65 kPa (.24 psig).

Adjustment to the compensation network controls requires
the comp switch turned off, the sensitivity switch set at 10%, and
all other controls left at their original settings. With the con-
trols set as previously mentioned, and a nonleaking container in
the leak test station, the start button is depressed, which ini-
tiates a leak test. As the test proceeds, observe the pressure
loss on the lower meter. If the pressure loss goes off scale, then
the magnitude of the loss is greater than 10% and beyond the abil-
ity of the equipment to compensate for it. Should this occur,
check the container and leak detection circuit for leaks. If no
leakage exists, then the stabilization period will have to be in-
creased until the observed loss remains within the required 10%
(full-scale on the lower meter). In the example the pressure loss
from the end of the memory setting period (4.6 seconds elapsed
time) until the end of the pressure decay period (9.6 seconds
elapsed time) is approximately 1.4 kPa (0.20 psig). The full-scale
value (1.0) of the lower meter represents a pressure change of 10%
or 2.07 kPa (0.3 psig); therefore, the 1.4 kPa pressure loss would
be represented by a reading of 0.67 (1.4/2.07) on the lower meter.
Since the minor divisions on the lower meter represent a reading of
0.05, the actual meter reading could be taken as either 0.65 or
0.70. Using the 0.70 reading for the example, the comp amplitude
setting is determined by multiplying the percentage value of the
lower meter expressed in decimal form by the upper meter reading.
For a sensitivity switch setting of 10%, the 0.70 reading repre-

" sents 7%, which expressed in decimal form is 0.07 (7/100). The

comp amplitude setting for the example is 0.07 x 80 (upper meter
reading was previously specified as 80%) or 5.60. The comp ampli-
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tude dial reads 000 to 999, which represents O to 9.99%; there-
fore, the dial would be set to 560.

Next the comp time dial is set at 500 as an initial start-
ing point, the comp switch is turned on, and the start button is
depressed to begin a test. The pressure change meter (lower meter)
should remain close to zero for the duration of the pressure decay
period. If it does not remain close to zero, then adjustments to
the comp amplitude and comp time controls will be required. These
adjustments are made as follows:

I. If the meter indicator moves to the left, stops, then
reverses, or if it stays close to zero then goes to the right near
the end of the test, the comp time setting is too large and needs
to be reduced (lower number setting).

2. If the meter indicator moves to the right, stops, then
reverses, or if it remains around zero then moves left near the end
of the test, the comp time setting is too low and needs to be in-
creased (higher number).

3. If the indicator moves steadily to the right then
stops, the comp amplitude setting is too high and should be set to
a lower number.

4. If the indicator moves steadily to the left then
stops, the comp amplitude setting should be increased (higher num-
ber).

The magnitude of the change to the control settings should
* ;correspond to the amount of change observed on the lower meter. If

the change is large on the lower meter, then try a large change to
* ithe control setting, if the change is small then only change the

setting a minor amount. Each time a change is made the start but-
ton must be pushed to begin a new test.

b Once the settings are sufficiently close to hold the
pressure decay near zero, the sensitivity setting is advanced to

the next finer range and the process of adjusting the controls
repeated. This procedure is continued until the required sensi-
tivity range is reached and the proper adjustments are made. Once
the control settings are adjusted properly for each container-
charge combination, a record of these settings should be kept to
reduce the setup time for a container-charge change. It may be
necessary to periodically check the compensation network control
settings.
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Calibration Procedures

Equipment calibration should be checked prior to the ini-

tial startup of the line and periodically during the course of
operation. As a matter of convenience these periodic checks could
be done in conjunction with scheduled maintenance on the equiplent.
Using a setup similar to that used to adjust the span control, the
method of checking equipment calibration is as follows:

Set the sensitivity range switch to the 10% position, turn
the comp switch off, and leave all other control settngs as they

are.

Disconnect the solenoid valve connector from the rear of
the equipment, then, holding this valve open, adjust the container
pressure to 20.7 kPa (3.0 psig) in the manner previously used to
adjust the span control.

The upper meter reading should be 100%. If it is not,
adjust the span control as previously described.

Close the solenoid valve, then crack the leak valve to
create a slow leak, and depress the start button.

At the end of the test close the leak valve and record
both the lower meter reading and the pressure gage reading. If the
pressure gage reading has not dropped by 10% to a reading of 18.b
kPa (2.7 paig), reopen the leak valve and run another test. Con-

tinue this process until a 10% loss is recorded.

Once a pressure loss of 10% has been reached the lower

meter should be full-scale to the left (a reading (,f 1.0), and the
upper meter reading should be 90%.

Should adjustment be required on the pressure change
scale, it will be necessary to adjust the gain potentiometer lo-
cated on the amplifier circuit board (position 2 from front, in
circuit card rack). Turn off power before removing circuit board.
The potentiometer is a four turn, screwdriver-adjustment potentio-
meter about 3/8 of an inch in diameter and labeled "GAIN" on the

board (ref 2).

A tee should be added to the circuit to which is attached a small
valve to be used to create a slow leak in the system.
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The sensitivity range switch is a voltage dividing switch
on the voltage input from the pressure transducer. The output of
this switch is to the input electronics section. it is really not
necessary to verity each setting of the sensitivity range switch,
since veritying any one position checks the calibration of the
elect ronics.

Hi major adjustments are required, it is recommended that
Lte ianutdcturer be consulted.

Sensitivity Range and Set Point Adjustments

For the purpose of illustrating the method of adjusting
the sensitivity range and set point controls the following accept-
ance standard examples will be used:

Container--PA37AI
Charge--MI 19A1
Initial test pressure--18.6 kPa (2.7 psig) -k 10%
Pressure decay test time--5 seconds ± 10%
Temperature range--22*C (72*F) -k IUZ -
Pressure loss--shall not exceed 3.b x 10- kPa (5.2 x 1(f3

psig)

Contal ne r--PA66
Charge--M188
Initial test pressure--l8.b k.Pa (2.7 psig) t 10%
Pressure decay test time--S seconds ± 10%
Temperature range--220C (72*F) -t 10% - -
Pressure loss--shall not exceed 1.7 x 10- kPa (2.5 x 1

psig)

With reference to table 3, which lists the maximum accept-
able pressure loss for various sensitivity range and set point
settings, check if the acceptance standard value corresponds to a
value appearing in the table. If so, then the controls are set to
Lte highest perc-entage setting of the sensitivity range control and
that specific set point which corresponds to the acceptance stan-
dard value. If, for example, the acceptance standard was 0.00414
kPa, then the sensitivity range control would be set at 1.0% and
the set point at 20Z, as opposed to the other possible settings of
0.5% and 40% or 0.2% and 100%.

If the acceptance standard values do not appear in table
3, then values may be chosen from table 3 which are close to but do
not exceed the acceptance standard value, or the actual setting of
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the set point for the appropriate sensitivity range may be approxi-
mated. Since the set poii~t control is an analog control, care
should be exercised when approximating values. In all cases the
set point dial should be set at a position slightly less than the
required value.

The maximum allowable pressure loss for each of the exam-
ples does not correspond directly with any of the values listed in
table 3. For the PA37Al-MlijAl combination the allowable loss of
0.036 kPa (0.0052 psig) lies between the 80% and 90% set point
values for a sensitivity range setting of 0.2%, and between 30% and
40% for a sensitivity range setting of 0.5%. The actual set point
value is 86.9% (0.036/0.0414 x 100) for the 0.2% range and 34.8%
(0.036/0.1034 x 100) for the 0.5% range. In this case the 80%
value, or an approximated 85% value, for the 0.2% sensitivity range
setting would be appropriate. In the case of the PA66-M188 combi-
nation the specified maximum pressure loss of 0.017 kPa (0.0025
psig) lies between 80% and 90% for the 0.1% sensitivity range and
between 40% and 50% for the 0.2% range. Due to the possible diffi-
culty in adjusting the compensation network at the 0.1% range, a
value in the 0.2% range is recommended. Also, since the actual set
point value in the 0.2% sensitivity range is 41%, the 40% setting
would be appropriate.

With reference to figure 22, which is a plot of the toler-
ance extremes for the acceptance standard examples, the recommended
sensitivity range and set point settings for the PA66-MI88 combi-
nation correspond to equivalent orifice diameters of 75 mircometers
(0.00295 in.) on the +10% plot and 86 micrometers (0.0034 in.) on
the -10% plot. In the case of the PA37AI-M188 combination the 0.2%
range 80% set point corresponds to equivalent orifice diameters of
approximately 73 micrometers (0.0029 in.) on the +10% plot and
approximately 85 micrometers (0.0033 in.) on the -10% plot. In all
cases the detectable equivalent orifice diameters are well within
the acceptable range and close to the actual required value of 76
micrometers (0.003 in.); therefore, it is evident that setting the
set point control at a value slightly less than the required value
has little effect on the validity of the test.

Additional Applications

Other applications for the leakage detection equipment pre-
viously described include manual LAP lines, container manufacturing
lines, and container reconditioning lines; however, prior to incor-
porating this equipment, a number of factors must he considered.
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One consideration is whether the existing line is due for
replacement by an automated line. If so, then the cost of recon-
ditioning the present inspection station to accept such inspection
equipment may prove to be prohibitive unless the inspection equip-
ment could also be used on the automated line.

Additionally, as compared with lines which have the pressure
monitoring device(s) manually attached, the electronic equipment is
less expensive and is relatively easy to install on lines which
presently use a test probe or a series of probes at the leakage
inspection station.

As previously mentioned, the acceptance standards must reflect

the effects of increased precision and sensitivity in those areas
of the manufacturing cycle not using the more sophisticated inspec-
tion methods. If, for example, such equipment is installed on a
manual LAP line, then the leakage inspection technique for con-
tainer manufacturing and reconditioning must be upgraded.

An alternative to upgrading the other inspection processes is
to set the acceptance standards for the level of accuracy presently
achieved. In a case such as this, the benefit gained by the use of
more sophisticated test equipment is the possible increase in pro-
duction rate and elimination of the human error factors.

When installing such equipment on container manufacturing and
reconditioning lines, the test volume will be larger for the empty
containers. As a result, adjustments will be required for both the
total time required for the test and for the specific equipment
requirements.

Future considerations for automated leakage inspection should
include use of the computer which is normally installed as the
central process controlling device on automated lines. Thus the
only auxiliary equipment needed to perform this inspection would be

possibly the pressure transducers. The pressure transducers would
in turn provide a signal to the computer which would be program-
mable for the given test conditions. In fact, given preprogrammed
acceptance standards, the computer may be able to determine the
ullage, using the pressure-volume method previously explained, and
then inspect for leakage using the appropriate acceptance standard

to fit the volume.

In future applications it is recommended that the length of

time alloted for leakage inspection be increased. To do so without

affecting the production rate will require an increase in the num-
ber of containers being tested at a time. Lengthening the total
test period will allow a longer fill time, stabilization period,
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and pressure decay monitoring interval, resulting in fewer poten-

tial problems with the inspection process.

CONCLUSIONS

Because the volume of the packaging materials was not used in
the ullage calculations, the calculated maximum ullage was found to
be larger than the actual measured values. The calculated values
should therefore be used in determining the other leakage inspec-
tion parameters.

To achieve acceptable container fill times and/or reasonable
reservoir pressures, the container pressurization circuit must be
designed with minimum restriction to flow. The maximum flow re-
striction should be the container lid vent plug hole.

The restriction to flow (equivalent orifice diameter) through
a container pressurization circuit may be easily determined using
the empirical method described in the first section of this report.

Because container lid seal leaks can be induced by container
pressures on the order of 34.5 kPa (5 psig), care should be taken
to keep container pressures below the 34 kPa range.

The heat transfer effects following an adiabatic compression
(container pressurization) causes resulting pressure loss which
could possibly be 'nterpreted as a leak or which could mask an
actual container leak; therefore, a stabilization period is requir-
ed immediately after pressurization to either negate the effect of
adiabatic heating or to reduce the effects to a level which may be
compensated by the leak detection equipment.

Due to the rapid temperature changes which occur in a con-
tainer during both pressurization and decompression, care should be
exercised to avoid such a test on materials sensitive to rapid
temperature changes.

The majority of the 350 loaded containers previously tested
(ref 1) exhibited equivalent orifice diameters on the order of 7b
micrometers (0.003 in.) or less. Due to the past acceptable per-
formance of similarly packaged and inspected propelling charges,
the 76 micrometer equivalent orifice is an acceptable upper limit
for leakage inspection.

Tolerances of *10%. may be specified for the pressure decay
% test period, the container pressure for the initial pressure decay
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period, and the temperature at which the test is conducted without
adversely affecting the test results.

Because, for a given set of test conditions, the observed
acceptable pressure loss will be different for each specific con-
tainer-charge combination, the maximum allowable pressure loss must
be specified in the acceptance standard for each container-charge
combination.

The minimum detectable pressure loss is dependent upon the
sensitivity of both the test method and the test equipment; there-
fore, the inspection process must be equivalent for container man-
ufacturing, reconditioning, and LAP line operations.

If the techniques outlined within this report are followed,
the inspection equipment presently being assembled on the prototype
LAP line by the MRC Corporation should be adequate to detect equiv-
alent orifice diameters (leaks) on the order of 76 micrometers
(0.003 in.) within the specified 9.5-second total test period.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The calculated maximum ullage should be used for determining
the values of the leakage inspection parameters.

To eliminate the possibility of pressure induced lid seal
leakage, container pressures should not exceed 27.6 kPa (4 psig).

Acceptance standards for each container-charge combination
should specify the container pressure at the beginning of the pres-
sure decay period, the pressure decay test time, the temperature at
which the testing should be conducted, and the maximum allowable
pressure loss over the specified test time. The standards should
also allow for a tolerance on the initial test parameters not to
exceed *10%. Acceptance standards for leakage inspection should be
similar with respect to the specified accuracy required during
container manufacturing, reconditioning, and loading processes.

Future automated leakage inspection stations should be de-
signed to test a number of containers at a time. This procedure
will allow an increase in the total test cycle time, which in turn
will reduce the required equipment sensitivity, and will eliminate
the potential problems associated with a short test period, and
will not adversely affect the production line manufacturing and
checkout rate.
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The flow equations utilized in the computer programs are based
on the V uations of one dimensional flow through ducts and wind
tunnels. "  The continuity equation for flow in a channel or duct
of varying area is given by the expression

P u A - P*a*A (1)

where P is the gas density
u is the gas velocity
A is the flow area
* denotes sonic conditions
a* is the velocity of sound.

Equation 1 may be rewritten as

A P* a* P* Po a*- T u(2)
A* P u P P u

0

with the subscript o denoting the upstream reservoir conditions.

The ratios on the right hand side of equation 2 may be ex-
pressed as functions of Mach Number as

__ 2 1l(Y-1)
p* 2-T (3)
P Y+I
0

2
(U) Y+ (4)

- + Y-1
M2

P I/(Y-l)_o= (1.+2ZiM_-  (5)
P 2

where: Y is the ratio of specific heats
M is the Mach Number.

b Using equations 3, 4, and 5 in equation 2, and simplifying,
the expression becomes

2 
Y+1

. L _L (I + IZk. 2  Y- (6)
4A* M2 Y+1 2

' H. W. Liedmann and A. Roshko, "Elements of Gas Dynamics," Wiley
and Sons Inc., 1957.
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This result is valid only for isentropic flow because the
relationship used for P /0 is isentropic. Using the relationship

0

P Y-1 2 Y/(Y-I)
= ( + (7)

equation 6 may be rewritten in terms of the pressure ratio as

Y-l 1/2 I/Y

A*P0 0 (8)
A 1/2 2 [(Y+I)/2(1-1)]

2 Y+1

Since the mass flow through any section of the channel must be
constant, equation 1 may be rewritten as

m = p* a* A* (9)

Relating the mass flow (m) to the sonic conditions using equa-
tion 3 and the relationship

a* 21/2
a Y+1

0

the mass flow equation becomes

m 2 [(Y+I)/2(Y-I) 0  a A*(
+l 0 0 (0)

which for air may be reduced to

m = 0.579 P a A* (I)

where ao is the velocity of sound in the upstream reservoir.

Using equations 8 and 11, the mass flow through a channel may
be expressed in terms of the density and speed of sound in the
upstream reservoir, the pressure ratio across Zhe channel, and the
ratio of specific heats of the gas (C p/Cv).

The actual measurable flow through an orifice or channel will
differ from the theoretical value due to nonconservative forces
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such as friction. A correction factor, the nozzle discharge coef-
ficient, must be included in order to achieve results which clsely
match the actual mass flow. Choosing a typical value of 0.904 for
the discharge coefficient (Cd), equation 11 becomes

m - 0.521 0 a A* (12)
0 0

Equations 8 and 12 may be used in conjunction with #he general

gas law equation

pV = nRT, with n = m/M (13)

where: p is absolute gas pressure
V is volume
R is the universal gas constant
T is temperature (absolute)

m is the mass of gas
M is the gas molecular weight

to determine container and/or reservoir pressures given the spe-
cific initial conditions.

With the exception of program BACKFL, the following parameters
are common to the computer programs in this report;

C: discharge coefficient

PMET: psi to kPa conversion

VMET: in. 3 to liter conversion

DMET: inches to mm or micrometers

VULG: ullage volume (in. 3)

VMET: ullage volume (liters)

PINL: upstream pressure (psig)

Pl: upstream pressure (psig)

VTIM: vent time (seconds)

Dh A. H. Shapiro, "The Dynamics and Thermodynamics of Compressible

Fluid Flow," vol 1, Ronald Press, New York, 1953.
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ETIM: elapsed time (seconds)

DTM: integration time increment (seconds)

XMWT: gas molecular weight

GA: ratio of specific heats (Y)

T: temperature (OF)

XMASS: computed from equation 13 (m)

RHO: gas density (P)

EX3: [(Y-I)/21 / 2 from equation 8

EX4: [2/(Y+I)][(Y+
I)/2(Y -1 ) ] from equation 8

P2: downstream pressure

RATIO: critical pressure ratio

ASTAR: A* from equation 8

)MDT: m from equation 12

I6
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CO** THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES TME FLOW OF GAS THRUUGH AN ORIFACE BETWEEN TWO
C9400 CONTAINERS. THE COMPUTATION IS DONE I REVERSE SO THAT THE INITIAL
Ct*** PRESSURE IN THE UPSTREAM CONTAINER CAN HE CALCULATED BASED ON THE
C*** DEIRVL FINAL PRESSURE IN THE DOWNSTREAM CONTAINER AND THE DESIRED FILL
GO*# TIME.

PROGRAM NACKFL(INPUTOUTPUTTAPESuINPUT.TAPEbsOUTPUT)
DIMENSION PI(IbI),PZ(IblI.RHUI(ISI.oRt2(IS)tXMI(ISI)X#2(ISI)

C9OO ASTAR - EFFECTIVE FLOW AREA OF THE ORIFACE (SO.FT.)o
CP** DTM - CALCULATION TIME INTERVAL (SECONDS).
C#00# GAN - RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS.
COO** P11 - FINAL PRESSURE IN THE UPSTREAM CONTAINER (PSIG).
Ct*** P1 - UPSTREAM PRESSURE.
G*** P2 - DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE.
C9t** P2(1b1) - DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE AT THE START OF THE FILL CYCLE.
C#*** RATIO - RATIO OF THE UOWNSIREAM TO THE UPSTREAM PRESSURES USED TO
Cre*o DETERMINE SONIC FLOW.
C*0** RHOI - UPSTREAM GAS VENSITY (LB/CUFTo),
C***e RHO2 - DOWNSTREAM GAS UENSITY (LB/CU.FT.).
Ct*** T - GAS TEMPERATURE (F)o
Co*** VI - UPSTREAM CONTAINER VOLUME (CU.INo).
COO"* V2 * DOWNSTREAM CONTAINER VOLUME (CU.IN.).
CO** XMOT - MASS FLOW OF GA* DURING THE TIME (TM),
CreO" XMVT - GAS MOLECULAR WEIGHT (LB/LB-MOLE).
C**** AM4 - 4ASS OF GAS IN THE UPSTREAM CONTAINER (LB).
CO** XM2 - MASS OF GAS IN THE DOWNSTREAM CONTAINER (LB).
Co**O INITIALIZE THE VARIABLES FOR AIR.

GAME .6
XMVTpBdo97
OTMUO.1

CO* READ IN THE VALUES FOR THE CASE DESIRED*
T0 READ(S.I) PIID.VtV2
I FORMAT(F6.vt5F6IeF6sb1
IF(EO(5)) 6090

C*0o0 CONVEWT THE UPSTREAM PRE$$URt TO IPSFA) AND THE VOLUMES TO (CU.FTo)
C9*09 SET THE FINAL DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE (P21) TO 2505.6 PSFA (17.4 PSIA).

90 PI1w(Pll*I4ol)AtA.
P21W1.4*144o
VlVIf728.
V28V20'1728s

C€*** SET THE UPSTREAM AND UOWNSTREAM PRESSURES TO THE FINAL VALUES.
CO** CALCULATE INITIAL VALUES FOR ASTAR AND RATIO.

SO P1(I)NPII

Pi(I)PP2I
ASTARUO.765Jgd* (D*'2) /1*~

RATIO=P2(I)/PI(I)
CO*** IF THL FLOW IS SUBSONIC CALCULATE A NEW ASTAR FROM STATEMENT 100.

IF(RATIOUGTsob283) GO TO 100
Go TO 110

100 ASTARU(0o7853980(De2)/1444SQT(o-t(MATIO**((GAM-1.)/GAM)))*
*(RATIUO*(1o/GAM)))/(SURT((GAM-I.)iZ.)O((2o/(GAM.lo))*o(O.5O(GAM

b '. 4.) / (GA~M-I)))

c o... CALCULATE THE DENSITIES AND MASSES OF GAS IN EACH CONTAINER AT THE FINAL
COO- CONDITIONS.

110 RHOI(I)uPl(k)/(154So3i/AMWYOTet459g7)|
HRM2()uP2()/(ib45.31/XMT*(T*'S9.7)|

11 MNO(I)mlHOIMI)TV.

XHzfIlme O2f1?OV2
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leS PROGRAM ORIF( INPUTTAPES-INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6-OUTPUT)it:: DImENmsXOI-Ff(10,2e),PFM(19,20),PDLT(10.29),PMLT(I0,20),
12- +DIA( 10,20, )DIA( 10.2).VULG( IS),ULM( 10 ),C( 1),CH( 10)
140- PMET-6.894
1S0- VMET-16.39/1000.
160- DMET-25400.
170- DO 10 1-1,2
1SO- URITE(S.103)
190-103 FORMAT(2X,29HENTER CONTAINER TYPE.1X)
200- READ(5,503) CN(I)
210- WRITE(6,104)
220-104 FORMAT(2X. I7HENTER CHARGE TYPE, IX)
230- READ(5,503) CH(I)
240.503 FORMAT(AS)
25,-lee FORMAT(2X,22HENTER VENT TIME (SEC.))4
260-101 FORMAT2X , 31HENTER CONTAINER VOLUME (CU IN)
270-102 FORMAT(2X,32HENTER CONTAINER PRESSURE (PSIG)
280- URITE(6&l01)
290- READ(5,501) UULG(I)

300- VULM( I)-VULG(I )?UMET
310-10 CONTINUEI
330- READ(5,502) PINL
340- PINM-PINLSPMET
350-501 FORMAT(F8.2)
360-502 FORMATCF8.4)
370- URITE(6. 100)

380- READ(S50O) UTIM

390-S00 FORMAT(FS.2)i

430- EX3-SORT((GA-1. )/2.)
440- EX4-(2./(GA4I.))**(0.SC(GA+1.)/(GA-1.))I
450. DTH-UTIM/50.
456. DTM-IJTIM/S0.
460- DO 20 1-1,2
470- PI-(PIHL+14.7)*144.
480- XMASS-(Pl/(1545.31/XMIUTZ(T.4S9.7)))*(VULGcI)/1728.)
490- XMS-XMASS

500- D-0.001I
520- DO 36 J-1,10
530- Pl-(PINL.14.7)*144.
540. DIA(I,J)-D
550. DIAM(I,J)-DIA(IJ)*DMET
560. DO 40 N-1,50
570- RATIO-P2/PI
580- RHO-(Pl/(1545.31/XMUT*(T+459.7)))
590- IF(RATIO.GE.1.) GO TO 21
600- ASTAR-((3.14159/144.)SC(DIA(I,J)122)/4.)SSQRT(1.-CRATIO:*
610- +((GA-1. )'GA)))ZCRATIO::c1./GAf)'(EX3:EX4)
620- IF(RATIO.LE.O.5283) ASTAR-(3.14159'144.)*((DIA(X.J)*2)4.)
630- XMDT-C0O.5792RH0:SQRTcGA*1717.93:CT+459.7) )ASTAR
640- XMASS-XMASS-(XMDTSDTM)
656- P1-(XMqASS*(T.459.7):1545.3121728. )/(XMUT*VULG(l))
660- IF(PI.LT.2116.8) GO TO 21
670- GO TO 40
680-21 P1-2116.8
690- GO TO 22
700. 46 CONTINUE
710- 22 PF(I.J)-(P144.)-14.7
720- D-D+0.901
730- XMASS-XMS
740- PDLT(IJ)-PINL-PF(I,j)
750- PMLTCI.,J)-PDLT(IJ)SPMET
760-30 CONTINUE
770-20 CONTINUE
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100. PROGRAM DATAI C IPUTTAPES-INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6-OUTPUT)
110- DIMENSION PF(50),TFIL(50),DIAM(50 ),DIA(50 ),PKPA(50)
120- C-9.90
130- D-9.05
140- PMiET-6.894
ISO- DM'ET=25.4
I60- VFIET*16.39
170- XMUT.28.97
I8O- R-1545.31
190= G-32-174
200- GA-1.4
210- EX3-SGRT((GA-1. )'2.)
220- EX4-(2./(GA+1.))2*(0.5*(GA+1.)/(GA-1.))
230- T-72.
240- TR-T+459.6
250- DTM=0.OOS
260-101 FORMAT(2X,28HENTER ULLAGE VOLUME (CU IN)
270-102 FORMAT(2X,32HENTER RESERVOIR PRESSURE (PSIG))
280- URITE(6,101)
290- READ(5,5e1) VULG
300- VULM.VULG*VrIET/l0eO.
310= IRITE(6,102)
320- READ(5,502) PI
330- PM=PI*PMET
340-501 FORMAT(F8.2)
350=502 FORMAT(F8.4)
360- P1=(PI+14.7)*144.
370- RHOUPI/(1545.31/XMUT*TR)
380- DO 10 1-1,28
390- P2ol4.7*144.
400. XMASS-(P2/(1545.31/XqUT*TR) )2(VULG/1728.)
410- ETIM-0.00
420- DIA(I)=D
430- DIAM(lI)=DIA( I )DMET
440- DO 20 J-1,2000
450- RATIO.P2/P1
450- RATIO*P2/PI
460s IF(RATIO.GE.1.) GO TO 21
470. ASTARs((3.1416/144.)z((D**2)/4.)*SQRT(1.-(RATIO**
480- +((GA-1.)/GA))):(RATIOZRC1./GA))n/(EX3*EX4)
490- IF(RATIO.LE.O.5283) ASTARu(3.I416/I44.)*((D*ZB)/4.)
See- XMDT-0.5?9*RHO:SGRT(GA:II?.93:TR )*ASTARDTI'IC
510. XFASS*XMASS+XMDT
529- P2u(XrASS*TRZR*1728. )/(XMUT*VULG)
530- IF(P2.GE.2548.S) GO TO 21
540= ETIM=ETIM+0.005
550- 20 CONTINUE
560. 21 PF(I)-(P2/144.)-14.7
570- PKPA(lI)-PF( I )PMETI 5a0- TFIL(I)-ETII
590. D-D+0.01
600-10 CONTINUE
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100- PROGRAM DATA2( INPUT,TAPE5-INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPES-OUTPUT,TAPE7)
Its- DIMENSION PF(56),TFIL(56),PENG(56 ),PKPA(S56
120- c-e.g.
130- R-154S.31
140- G-32.174
15O- D-0.01
160- PM'ET-6.894
170- DMET-2S.4
180- VMET-16.39
190- XMUT-28.97
200- GA-1.4
210- EX3-SQRT((GA-1. )/2.)
220- EX4-(2./(GA+1.))**(0.5*(GA+14'/(GA-i.))
230- T-72.
240- TR-T+459.6
250- DTM-0.005
260-101 FORMAT(2X,28HENTER ULLAGE VOLUME (CU IN)
270-102 FORPIAT(2X,42HENTER EQUIVALENT ORIFICE DIAMETER (INCHES))
280- URITE(6,101)
290- READ(5,501) VULG
308- VULM'-VULGVMET/1000.
310- WRITE(6,102)
320- READ(5,502) DIA
330-501 FORMAT(F8.2)
340-502 FORMAT(F8.4)
350- PABS*19.?*144.
360- DO 10 1-1,20
370- P2-14.7*144.
380- XMASS-(P2/(R/XMUT*TR) )(VULG/1728.)
390- ETIM-0.00
460- P1-PABS
410- RHO-PI/(R/XMUT*TR)
426- PENG(I)-(PI/144.)-14.7
430- PKPA(I)-PENG(I)*PMET
440- DIAM-DIA2DMET
441- DO 20 J-1,2000
441- DO 20 J-1,2000
450- RATIO-P2/P1
460- IF(RATIO.GE.1.) GO TO 21
470- ASTAR-((3.14159/144.)g((DIAU*2.)/4.)2SGRT(1.-cRATIO,2
480- *((GA-1.)/GA)))2(RATIOU(1./GA)))'(EX3:EX4)
490- IF(RATIO.LE.6.5283) ASTAR-(3.14159h144.)*CCDIAgR2.)/4.)
Ste- XMDT-C*e.S79:RHO:SQRT(GA:1?17.g3ITR )2ASTAR2DTM
520- XMASSwX ASS+XM'DT
530- P2-(XASS:TRZRSI728. )'(xmurtVULG)
540- IF(P2.GE.254S.8) GO TO 21
550- ETIM-ETIM+0.005
560- 20 CONTINUE
570-21 TFILCI)-ETIPI
586- PABSoPABS+(5.0*144.)
590-16 CONTINUE
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100- PROGRAM DATA3( INPUT, TAPE5* INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE6=OUTPUT, TAPE?)
110- DIMENSION PKPA(50),PF(50),DIAM(S0),DIA(50)
10. C-0.90
130- PMETw6.894
140- VRET-16.39/1000.
150- DMET-2S.4
160-100 FORMAT(ZX,22HENTER VENT TIME (SEC.))
170-101 FORMAT(2X,3tHEHTER CONTAINER VOLUME (CU IN)
180-102 FORMAT(2X,32HENTER CONTAINER PRESSURE (PSIG)
190- URITE(6,101)
200= READ(5,501) VULG
210. VULM-UULGUPIET
220- URITE(6,102)
230- READ(S,502) PIL
240- PIMPINL*PMET
250-501 FORMAT(F8.2)
260-502 FORMAT(F8.4)
270- URITE(6,l00)
280- READ(590) UTIM
290-500 FORMAT(F5.2)
300- XMUT.28.97
310- -2
320- GA-1.4
330- DTM-VTIM/50.
340- PP-(PINL+14.7)*144.
350- XMASS-(PP,(1545.31/XMUTU(T+459.?)))S(UULG'1?28.)
360- XMS-XMASS
370- D-0.01
380- P2=14.?S144.
390- DO 10 1-1,50
400- Pl-(PINL+14.7)2144.
420- DIA(I)-D
430- DIAM( I)-DIA( I )%DPE
440- EX3=SQRT((GA-1. )/2.)

*450- EX4=(2./(GA+1.)u*(.2(GA+.)/(GA-1.))
450- EX4=(2.,CGAe1.))U*(O.5(GA1.)/(GA-1.))
460- DO 20 J-1,50
470- RATIO-P2/PI
480- RHO=Pl/(154S.31/XMUT*(T+459.7))
490- ASTARs((3.14159/144.)Z((DIA(I)U*2)/4.)SQGRT(1.-
see- *(RATIOW*(GA-1.)/GA)))(RATIOZ2(1./GA)))/(EX3sEX4)
510= IF(RATIO.LE.S.5283) ASTAR=(3.14159/144.)(DIA(I)S*2)/4.)
S20- XMDT-C*0.57ggRHO2SQRT(GA:1717.932(T4459.7) )2ASTAR
530- XMASS-XMASS-(XMDTSDTM)
540- PI=(XMASS*(T+459.7)*1545.31*1?28. )/(XMUT*VULG)
550- IF(PI.LE.2116.8) GO TO 21
560- GO TO 20
570.21 P1.2116.8
580- GO TO 22
590- 20 CONTINUE
600m 22 PF(I)-(PI/144.)-14.?
610= PKPA(I)-PF(I)*PMET
620- DUD+0.01
630- XMASS-XMS

640-10 CONTINUE
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Los. PRQA AA~iPT AES-INPUT. OUTPUT,TAPE6.UTPUT)
110 DIENSON F(1.a*),PFM(10.20).PDL( 602 2)PN 1(1,20),

120. *DIACIO,20S).DIANI(10,20).UULQ(1@).UUL(I0).CN(10).C4C10)
130- C-0.90
140. PMET-6.894
1s:: UNET-16.39/1000.
160 DNET.2S400.
1 70. UR ITE(6.3*0)
l80-300 FORMAT ( X I 4HENTER TAKLE NO.IX)
194. READ(5,600) TAR

200:600 FORMAT(A3)
21. RITE(6.301)

220-301 FORMAT(MxISHENTER FIGURE NOiX)
230- READ(S,601) FIG
240-601 FORMAT(A2)
250: DO to 1.1,2
260 URITE(6,103)
2v@-183 FORMAT(2X,2OHENTER CONTAINER TYPE,IX)
280. READ(5,583) CN(I)
290. URITE(6,104)
300-104 FORMAT(2X, IHENTER CHARGE TYPE. IX)
310. READ(5.503) CH(I)4

32.0 ORMAT(A6)
330.100 FORMAT (2 .22HENTER VENT TIME (SEC.))
340-101 FORMAT(2X,3IHENTER CONTAINER VOLUME (CU IN)

350.102 FORMAT(2X,32MENTER CONTAINER PRESSURE (PSIG) 1
370- READCS,501) VULOCI)
380- VULM( I)-VULG( I)SVMET
390.10 CONTINUE
400. URITE(6,102)
410- READ(5.502) PINL
420. PINM.PINLSPMET
430-S01 FORMAT(F8.2)
440.502 FORMAT(F8.4)
450. URITE(6,100)
4S*. URITE(6 100))VI
460. READ(5.50) TI
470-500 FOOMATIFS.2)
480- XMUT.2S.97
490. T-72.
500- GA.1.4
510- EX3-SGRT((GA-1. )/2.)

530. DTN-VTXN'50.
540. DO 20 1-1.2
550. PP.(PINL+14.7)*144.
560- RNO.PP/(154S.31'XMUT*(T+4S9.7))
S70- XMASS.(PP/(1545.31/XMUT*CT+459.7)))2(VULGCI)/1728.)

53. XMS-XMASS
590-: 0-0.001
600- P2.14.7S144.
610. DO 30 J-1,10
626- PI.(PINL4I4.7)8144.
630- DIA(IJ).D
640- DIAMCIJ).DIA(I.J)SDMET
6se- DO 46 N.1,S0
660. RATIO-P2/PI
670. IF(RATIO.GE.1.) GO TO 22
680- ASTAR-((3.14159/144. )3((DIA(IJ)Z22. )/4.)RS@RT(1.-
690. *(RATIOS((GA-1.)GA)))(RATIO(.'GA)))'(EX32EX4)
700- IF(RATIO.LE.0.5283) ASTAR-(3.14159'144.)(CDIA(I.J)322)/4.)
710. XMDT-C2O.5792RH0:SQRT(GA*1?17.932(r.4S9.?) JOASTA*
7a$- XMASS-XMASS-XDTDTM)
730. PI-(XMASSS(T*459.73154.31172.)'(XMUTXVULQ(I))
740. IF(PI.LT.2116.8) GO TO 21
7S0. GO TO 40
76021 P1.2116.38
770 GO TO 22

70 2 PF(IJ).(PI/144.)-l4.7
go- D-D*."00

1160- EN4D

sl- XMASS.XMS
@a- PDLT(I.J)-PINL-PF(I.J)

830. PMLTCIJ).PDLT(IJ)1PMET
340-30 CONTINUE

3S0-a. CONTINUE
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APPENDIX C

RESERVOIR PRESSURE DATA
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